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SUBJECT: U.S. CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION RADIATION DETECTION PROGRAM DIRECTIVE

1 PURPOSE. To provide guidance for the U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Radiation Detection Program, which is designed to detect and prevent illicit radioactive materials from entering the United States or from being moved away from the border areas within the United States.

2 POLICY.

2.1 It is the policy of CBP to thwart the operations of terrorist organizations by detecting, disrupting, and preventing the cross-border travel of terrorists, terrorist funding, and terrorist implements, including Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) and their precursors.

2.2 This Directive sets forth the policy for the Radiation Detection Program. Additional local procedures may be issued to augment the procedures contained within; however, local procedures may not be inconsistent with or detract from the instructions contained in this Directive. The Assistant Commissioner of the Office of Field Operations; the Chief of the Office of Border Patrol; or the Assistant Commissioner of the Office of CBP Air and Marine or their designated appointee, must approve all local procedures for their respective organizations.

2.3 No officers or agents will operate radiation detection equipment prior to completing Office of Training and Development (OTD) approved training.

2.4 Personal Radiation Detectors (PRD) will be issued to all CBP officers at primary and secondary inspection locations within Ports of Entry; as well as operations at designated checkpoints to all Border Patrol agents conducting primary and secondary checkpoint operations as well as patrol operations and operations at designated chokepoints (when PRDs are available) and to all Air and Marine interdiction agents (if PRDs are available).

2.5 All CBP officers/agents who have been issued a PRD are required to carry it while performing the activities mentioned in section 2.4 and ensure that it is activated, except while in proximity to operating x-ray or gamma ray based inspection devices. The PRDs must be worn towards the front of the duty belt in order to maximize the detector’s sensitivity.

2.6 Seizure of contaminated articles should be considered a last resort due to the expense and complexity of storage and disposition. In most cases, the immediate exportation of the contaminated articles directly back to the manufacturer and country of origin is the most desirable outcome. Situations that involve seizure associated with radiation detection shall be
conducted according to the terms of this directive. In the event, a seizure is required, seizure will be conducted based on probable cause of a violation of law that CBP is authorized to enforce.

3 DEFINITIONS.

3.1 For the purpose of this document:

3.1.1 “Officer/Agent” will refer to CBP personnel who utilize radiation detection equipment while performing inspections at Ports of Entry, Border Patrol (BP) operations and the maritime environment, including CBP officers, Border Patrol agents, Air & Marine interdiction agents, agriculture specialists, and Laboratories and Scientific Services (LSS) personnel.

3.1.2 “Primary” is defined as the initial point of contact with a person, conveyance, or shipment.

3.1.3 “Secondary” is designated as an area where further examination may be conducted.

3.1.4 “Alert/Alarm” is the occasion at which radiation detection is first perceived to exceed normal levels.

3.1.5 “Locate” is the process of finding a radiation source by searching or examining.

3.1.6 “Identification” is the process of finding the origin, nature, or elemental isotopes of a radiation source.

3.1.7 “Radiation Detection Program” includes the policies and procedures outlined in this Directive.

3.2 Radiation detection equipment relevant to this Directive includes:

3.2.1 Personal Radiation Detector (PRD), which is a small, self-contained safety device worn on the officer/agent belt and used for detecting radiation.

3.2.2 Radiation Portal Monitor (RPM), which is a large fixed system, or mobile system used to detect gamma and neutron radiation.

3.2.3 Radiation Isotope Identification Device (RIID), which is a handheld device used for detecting and locating a radiation source and identifying the specific isotope encountered. It is capable of transferring the spectral information to offsite technical experts via computerized data transfer.

4 AUTHORITY / REFERENCES. (b)(7)(E)
5 RESPONSIBILITIES.

5.1 The Commissioner has overall responsibility for establishing policy and overseeing all aspects of the Radiation Detection Program.

5.2 The Assistant Commissioner of the Office of Intelligence and Operations Coordination is responsible for ensuring the policy and protocols are developed and reviewed within the Radiation Detection Program and this Directive is provided and adhered to by all relevant CBP Offices.

5.2.1 The Director of Office of Incident Management and Operations Coordination (IMOC), is responsible for coordinating the Radiation Detection Program and promoting cooperation among the relevant CBP Offices.

5.3 The Assistant Commissioner of the Office of Field Operations (OFO) will ensure that this Directive is provided and adhered to by all Field Operations Offices.

5.3.1 Within OFO, the Directors of Field Operations are responsible for the implementation of this Directive at all Ports of Entry.

5.3.2 CBP officers will be responsible for resolving all alarms from radiation detection equipment at Ports of Entry and working with LSS to determine whether the radiation source that has been detected is legitimate or illicit.

5.4 The Chief of the Office of Border Patrol (OBP) will ensure that this Directive is provided and adhered to by all Sectors.

5.4.1 Within OBP, the Chief Patrol Agents are responsible for the implementation of this Directive during Border Patrol operations.
5.4.2 Border Patrol agents will be responsible for resolving, to the extent of their legal authority to do so, alarms from radiation detection equipment within their control during Border Patrol operations.

5.5 The Assistant Commissioner of the Office of Air & Marine (CBP A&M) will ensure that this Directive is provided and adhered to by all aviation and marine branches and units.

5.5.1 Within CBP A&M, the Directors of Air Operations, and Directors of Marine Operations are responsible for the implementation of this Directive at all Ports of Entry.

5.5.2 CBP A&M agents will be responsible for resolving, to the extent of their legal authority to do so, all alarms from radiation detection equipment and determining whether the radiation source that has been detected is legitimate or illicit.

5.6 The Assistant Commissioner of the Office of Training and Development (OTD) will ensure that training curricula for the Radiation Detection Program are in place.

5.6.1 Within OTD, the Academies are responsible for training new CBP personnel in the proper use of radiation detection equipment. OTD is also responsible for the review of all radiation training materials, the development of new radiation-related training, coordination/delivery of attrition and refresher training, and auditing of radiation training. The OTD will coordinate with all offices referenced in this Directive to ensure relevancy and accuracy of the training. Any legal portions of any such training will be subject to review, and approval, by the Office of the Chief Counsel.

5.7 The Assistant Commissioner of the Office of Information and Technology (OIT) will provide computer support, data maintenance, and all related scientific and technical support associated with the Radiation Detection Program.

5.7.1 Within OIT, the Executive Director of Laboratories and Scientific Services (LSS)/Information and Technology Branch (ITB) will be responsible for working within the DHS acquisition, installation, and maintenance service processes for CBP radiation detection equipment. ITB will also provide enhancements when technological advancements warrant.

5.7.2 Within OIT, the Director of Enforcement Technology Program (ETP) will be responsible for providing maintenance guidance to all CBP officers or agents using radiation detection systems in the field. In the event the device cannot be restored to full operation through telephonic instruction, a technician will be dispatched to resolve the issue. In the case of handheld radiation detection equipment, the unit will be shipped to ETP via traceable means – requesting maintenance (including a brief description of the malfunction). A loaner unit will be provided if necessary.

5.7.3 Within OIT, the Technology Training and Support Program (TTSP) Office, in conjunction with the OTD, will provide some training for radiation detection and other NII systems. TTSP will provide instructional materials updates and modifications based on technological advancements implemented by ETP.
5.7.4 Within OIT, the Executive Director of LSS, will ensure that field personnel are provided with guidance and technical assistance to resolve radiation detection alerts. LSS will also coordinate additional response assets if elevated response capabilities are deemed necessary. LSS will provide OTD approved training related to technical training requirements.

6 PROCEDURES.

6.1 OPERATING PROCEDURES

6.1.1 Radiation detection equipment will be operated in accordance with the manufacturers’ operating manual and established CBP training procedures.

6.1.2 CBP officers or agents must contact LSS and verify the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) licensing/shipper information for the circumstances listed in this section. LSS will be contacted by calling the 24-hour National Law Enforcement Communications Center emergency number at [b](7)(E).

6.1.2.1 For all special nuclear material (SNM) or neutron alarms encountered,

6.1.2.2 For all passengers in possession of radioactive materials (excluding persons with recent medical treatments) in the port passenger environment,

6.1.2.3 For commercial import/export of industrial isotopes:
   - high risk shipments as identified by ATS,
   - available intelligence or prior history of violations or discrepancies,
   - suspicious imports/exports that may pose a national security threat,
   - first time importers/exporters,
   - unsure of the nature of the isotopes encountered,

6.1.2.4 To determine whether a commercial importer or traveler possessing industrial radiological material has a sufficient quantity to require licensing by the NRC or one of the NRC approved agreement states.

6.1.3 In the event that OBP or A&M contacts LSS for any of the reasons outlined in section 6.1.2, and if LSS is unable to make the contacts necessary to verify the NRC licensing/shipper information within a reasonable period of time, then OBP or A&M shall document the incident including (1) that OBP or A&M has detected a radiation alert and attempted to obtain NRC licensing/shipper information for the reason described in 6.1.2 applicable to the situation; (2) that OBP or A&M was unable to verify the NRC licensing/shipper information in a timely manner; and (3) that OBP or A&M requested LSS make follow-up contact with the appropriate authority as soon as possible. If a third-party agency contacts OBP or A&M during the stop and requests that CBP hold the source of the radiation alert under the authority of the third-party entity, then CBP may comply with this request. If the third-party entity does not request CBP to hold the source of the radiation alert under the authority of the third-party entity, and if all other immigration and law-enforcement concerns have been resolved, then CBP shall release the source of the radiation alert.
6.1.4 All operational offices conducting radiation detection activities within this Directive will develop additional protocols to encompass any operationally specific enforcement measures performed within their offices that are not covered within this Directive. These additional protocols will not contradict this Directive. The Assistant Commissioner of the Office of Field Operations, the Chief of the Office of Border Patrol or the Assistant Commissioner of the A&M or their designated appointee, must approve all changes to local protocols for their respective organizations and coordinate additional protocols with all other affected CBP offices.

6.2 RESPONSE PROCEDURES - GENERAL

6.2.1 Ports of Entry:

6.2.1.1 All radiation detection alerts at Ports of Entry must be resolved. Officers must determine if the radiation source is legitimate or illicit. This determination may be made in consultation with LSS.

6.2.1.2 Alerts encountered in Primary will be referred to Secondary. Officers who refer a conveyance or person to Secondary will report the radiation alert to their supervisor or Secondary inspection officer. In making this report, officers must be specific as to the type of radiation detected (Gamma or Neutron).

6.2.1.3 At Secondary, officers will use radiation detection equipment to locate and identify the source of the radiation alert. The officer will establish a safety perimeter when necessary (see 6.4.2) not to exceed 2mR/h (or an “B” on the PRD), identify the radiation source, and implement the appropriate radiation response procedures.

6.2.2 Between the Ports of Entry Operations:

6.2.2.1 General:

6.2.2.1.1 If (1) an agent is conducting a vehicle stop in the course of roving patrol or other authorized operations; (2) a radiation alert occurs before the vehicle stop is completed, and (3) the radiation alert creates reasonable suspicion of criminal activity by indicating the existence of an unusual or potentially dangerous level of radiation, or otherwise, the agent may continue to detain the source of the radiation alert so that the source may be localized and identified through a limited investigation into the basis and nature of the alert. A safety perimeter will be established (see 6.4.2) and the appropriate radiation response procedures will be implemented.

6.2.2.1.2 This policy does not preclude a search of any conveyance or property (depending on the circumstances) that is otherwise lawful, such as a search incident to arrest, an inventory search, a lawful border search, a search pursuant to probable cause, or a search pursuant to a warrant. In addition, upon reasonable suspicion that an occupant of the conveyance is dangerous and may gain immediate control of a weapon, a protective sweep of the passenger compartment of the vehicle may also be authorized and appropriate. However, depending upon the circumstances presented, for safety and other reasons it may instead be advisable to resolve officer and public safety concerns by moving all persons, including Border Patrol agents or Air and Marine interdiction agents, to a safe distance from the vehicle (per safety perimeter instruction in section 6.4.2).
6.2.2.1.3 Agents will report radiation alerts to their supervisor. In making this report, agents must specify the type of radiation detected (Gamma or Neutron), when the radiation was detected and at what location it was detected. Any neutron alarm must be reported to their supervisor. Gamma alarms that have been determined to be unresolved or requiring NRC license verification and all neutron alarms will be reported to LSS (see 6.5.1) for additional assistance to resolve the alarm.

6.2.2.2 Checkpoints: All radiation detection alerts at operational Border Patrol checkpoints must be resolved, to the extent of CBP’s legal authority to do so, by determining if the radiation source is legitimate or illicit.

6.2.2.2.1 Conveyances in Primary generating further inspection will be referred to Secondary to resolve potential dangers.

6.2.2.2.2 At Secondary, during the course of this immigration inspection, agents will attempt to verify the radiation alert detected at Primary. Upon verification, agents will advise the driver and any passenger(s) of the radiation alert, inquire whether the driver and any passengers are aware of any reason for the alert, and ask for consent to search the conveyance for the radiation source. If consent is granted, agents will use radiation detection equipment to isolate and locate the radiation source within the conveyance (Note: for easier localization of the source, the individuals should exit and step away from the vehicle). The agents will also establish a safety perimeter (see 6.4.2), identify the radiation source, and implement the appropriate radiation response procedures.

6.2.2.2.3 If consent is not granted, the agents will conduct a non-intrusive check using radiation detection equipment (do not open or enter the conveyance). The agents will establish a safety perimeter (see 6.4.2), identify the radiation source, and implement the appropriate radiation response procedures as quickly as possible to resolve whether the radiation is legitimate or illicit. If unable to resolve incident prior to the individual(s) departing, agents will document the incident with all information gathered during the encounter.

6.2.2.2.4 Special procedures with respect to radiation detection alerts on Postal owned, leased, or contracted vehicles at checkpoints: Border Patrol personnel may briefly detain and inspect Postal vehicles at Border Patrol checkpoints. If Border Patrol detains the operator of a Postal vehicle or the Postal vehicle because radiation detection equipment has alerted on the vehicle, its occupants, or its contents, then notification shall immediately be made to a Postal Inspector. If Border Patrol breaks a seal attached by the Postal Service, Border Patrol personnel also will affix a Border Patrol seal to the locking mechanism of the cargo compartment of the Postal Service truck. In addition, if Border Patrol determines that circumstances exist that preclude a Postal vehicle from continuing to its next destination, then a Postal Inspector will be contacted immediately and apprised of the situation. Border Patrol shall follow existing procedures on contacting Postal Inspectors.
6.2.2.2.6 Special procedures with respect to other radiation detection alerts on United States mail: If radiation detection equipment alerts on United States mail being transported in a Postal vehicle, and if the radiation alert does not indicate the existence of an unusual or potentially dangerous level of radiation that is reasonably suspected of posing an immediate danger to life or limb or an immediate and substantial danger to property, then, to the extent necessary to determine and eliminate the danger, the source of the radiation alert may be removed from Postal custody in the course of actions to establish a safety perimeter and identify the radiation source. Border Patrol personnel will also implement the appropriate radiation response procedures. In addition, Border Patrol personnel will complete a written and sworn statement of any detention or removal of mail matter, and the circumstances that prompted it, and promptly forward the statement to the Chief Postal Inspector.

6.2.2.3 Patrolling the Border, and Transportation Check Operations: If the CBP radiation detection equipment alerts while Border Patrol personnel are conducting the above-mentioned operations, the agent will report the radiation alert to their supervisor. All radiation detection alerts must be resolved, to the extent of the Border Patrol’s legal authority to do so, by determining if the radiation source is legitimate or illicit.

6.2.2.3.1 During patrol operations, the agent will report the radiation alert to their supervisor in accordance with reporting requirements. If there are facts specific to the encounter which would support the legal authority for a warrantless border search or a search pursuant to another exception to the warrant requirement of the Fourth Amendment, then the individuals and/or conveyance may be detained and searched to the extent of that authority. Alternatively, if the radiation alert creates reasonable suspicion of criminal activity by the indication of the existence of an unusual or potentially dangerous level of radiation, or otherwise, then the source of the radiation alert may be temporarily detained to conduct a limited investigation so that the source of the alert can be localized, identified, and the appropriate radiation response procedures implemented.

6.2.2.3.2 If a radiation detection alert occurs during a roving patrol stop away from the border, and beyond the scope of border search authority, and before any immigration-related issues are resolved, the agent will report the alert to their supervisor in accordance with reporting requirements. During vehicle or marine environment stops, the agent will attempt to verify the radiation alert. Upon verification of the radiation alert, the agent will inquire whether the driver and any passengers are aware of any reason for the alert and ask for consent to search the conveyance for the radiation source. If consent is granted, the agent will use radiation detection
equipment to isolate and locate the radiation source within the conveyance. (Note: for easier localization of the source, the individuals should exit and step away from the vehicle.) If the radiation alert indicates the existence of an unusual or potentially dangerous level of radiation, the agent may continue to detain the source of the radiation to establish a safety perimeter, identify the radiation source, and implement the appropriate radiation response procedures.

6.2.2.3.3 If consent is not granted, the agent will conduct a non-intrusive check using radiation detection equipment (do not open or enter the conveyance). If the radiation alert indicates the existence of an unusual or potentially dangerous level of radiation, the agent may continue to detain the source of the radiation and establish a safety perimeter (see 6.4.2), identify the radiation source, and implement the appropriate radiation response procedures.

6.2.2.3.4 If a radiation alert occurs during a transportation check and before any immigration-related issues are resolved, the agent will report the radiation alert to their supervisor in accordance with reporting requirements. In the course of this immigration inspection, the agent will attempt to verify the radiation alert. Upon verification of the radiation alert, the agent will inquire whether the driver and any passengers are aware of any reason for the alert and ask for consent to search the property that contains the radiation source. If consent is granted and radiation detection equipment is available the agent will use the radiation detection equipment to isolate and locate the radiation source. If the radiation alert indicates the existence of an unusual or potentially dangerous level of radiation, the agent may continue to detain the source of the radiation in the course of actions to establish a safety perimeter, identify the radiation source, and implement the appropriate radiation response procedures.

6.2.2.3.5 If consent is not granted, the agent will conduct a non-intrusive check using radiation detection equipment. If the radiation alert indicates the existence of an unusual or potentially dangerous level of radiation, the agent will establish a safety perimeter (see 6.4.2), identify the radiation source, and implement the appropriate radiation response procedures.

6.3 RESPONSE PROCEDURES - NEUTRON ALARM

6.3.1 For neutron alerts (see Appendix 2 for neutron sources), the officer or agent must determine the source of the alert. (NOTE: Neutrons are not used in medical procedures, so a neutron alert will, in most cases, create reasonable suspicion of criminal activity, until it is resolved). Officers or agents will notify their supervisor of any neutron alarm.

6.3.2 A RIID can be used to confirm the presence of neutrons detected by the RPM. An alert that occurs after a secondary pass through a RPM also can confirm the presence of neutrons. If a CBP officer at the port is unable to locate or identify the source of the radiation alert, the CBP officer will open conveyance doors, if it is deemed safe by LSS, to facilitate obtaining a reading on the RIID.
6.3.3 A RIID will be used to confirm the presence of neutrons detected within Border Patrol operations. Additionally, any mobile detection equipment capable of detecting neutrons and readily available may also be used to verify the presence of neutrons.

6.3.4 LSS assistance must be contacted through the 24-hour National Law Enforcement Communications Center (NLECC) emergency number at 1-800-973-2867. The calling officers or agents must clearly inform NLECC that they require radiation technical advice from LSS and will be asked to provide information from the Radioactive Material Technical Advice Questionnaire (Appendix 1).

6.3.5 For safety and security purposes, all radiation neutron referrals to LSS will be treated as potential threats. All referrals will be directed to an isolated area when possible. The responding officer or agent will ensure that all personnel are removed from the established safety perimeter.

6.3.6 If LSS determines that the radiation neutron source is legitimate, the LSS scientist will relay this information back to the initiating officer or agent. The incident will be documented and entered into PRIDE (where available), a Treasury Enforcement Communications System (TECS) IOIL or a significant incident report (SIR) to record resolution of the neutron alarm. The narrative prepared by the officer or agent must include the readings from the radiation detection equipment (i.e. PRD, RIID, etc.), isotope identification from the RIID, commodity and disposition of the incident. The officer or agent will release the conveyance if all other entry or document requirements have been met and all other law enforcement concerns have been satisfied.

6.3.7 If LSS determines that a potential radiological threat exists or if the officers or agents on the scene suspect criminal activity, the officers or agents will notify the appropriate contacts. LSS will coordinate to send radiation emergency response resources to the scene of the incident in order to determine the specific level of threat and response based on LSS established protocols.

6.3.8 Additionally, if LSS determines that a potential radiological threat exists or if the officers or agents on the scene suspect criminal activity, the following notification process will be followed:

6.3.8.1 LSS will notify the Situation Room if further technical reachback or emergency radiation response resources are deployed.

6.3.8.2 The officer or agent will notify the shift supervisor.

6.3.8.3 The shift supervisor will initiate notifications to appropriate field managers, and the local ICE duty agent via (b)(7)(E) and the (b)(7)(E) 

6.3.8.4 The Field Operations Office/Sector will contact the appropriate headquarters OFO/OBP Field Liaison officer.
6.3.8.5 Any hazardous situation or criminal activity associated with the radiation detection program will be reported by the port/station to CBP Headquarters via the Situation Room at 3(b)(7)(E) or (b)(7)(E).

6.4 RESPONSE PROCEDURES - GAMMA ALARM

6.4.1 For gamma alerts at the port, the CBP officer must determine the source of the radiation alert. For gamma alerts by Border Patrol or A&M agents outside the port or beyond the authority to perform a border search, such determinations will be limited to the legal authority of the agent to continue the detention for these purposes.

6.4.2 If otherwise authorized to detain the source and to determine the nature of the alert, the officer or agent will use a PRD to ensure a safe distance is maintained from the radiation source. The RIID will be used to locate and identify the source of radiation. If the officer or agent is unable to locate or identify the source, the officer or agent will take a 5-7 minute RIID reading and call LSS. Based upon identification readings and consultation with LSS, an officer at the port may open conveyance doors, if it is deemed safe, to get closer to the radiological source and obtain a reading on the RIID.

6.4.2.1 If a reading of “9” appears on the PRD, the officer or agent must back away from the radiation source until the PRD reads “8”, and at this point, the officer or agent should establish a perimeter around the radiation source.

6.4.2.2 If a reading of “8” appears on the PRD at a distance of less than 10 feet, then the officer or agent may assume that it is safe to operate in the area where the PRD reads a “9”, for up to 3 minutes. (NOTE: Within the ten-foot perimeter, radiation exposure has been categorized as minimal. The time limit for an examination is established for precautionary purposes).

6.4.2.3 If a reading of “9” is maintained on the PRD beyond ten feet from the radiation source, a closer examination is not to be conducted. Instead, the officer/agent will contact LSS. The officer/agent should be prepared to provide LSS with information from the Radioactive Material Technical Advice Questionnaire (Appendix 1).

6.4.3 If, after reviewing and verifying documentation or obtaining advice from LSS, the officer or agent is satisfied that the radioactive source is consistent with the Common Innocent Radiation Sources (Appendix 2) and does not pose a health or safety concern for the public, the officer/agent may release the conveyance, driver, and any passenger(s) if all other entry or document requirements have been met and all other law enforcement concerns have been satisfied. If the incident is referred to LSS, the incident will be properly documented and entered into PRIDE (where available), TECS IOIL or a SIR to record resolution of the gamma alarms. The narrative prepared by the officer/agent must include readings from the radiation detection equipment (i.e., PRD, RIID, etc.), isotope identification from the RIID, commodity and disposition of the incident.

6.4.4 If the documentation, radiation detection equipment readings and inspection are not consistent with the Common Innocent Radiation Sources (Appendix 2), the officer/agent must
obtain guidance through the 24-hour (b)(7)(E) (b)(7)(E). Calling officers/agents must clearly inform the NLECC that they require Radiation Technical Advice from LSS and be prepared to provide information from the Radioactive Material Technical Advice Questionnaire (Appendix 1).

6.4.5 If LSS determines that a possible radiological threat exists or if the officers or agents on the scene suspect criminal activity, the officers or agents will secure and isolate the source of the radiation alert. LSS will coordinate to send radiation emergency response resources to the scene of the incident in order to determine the specific level of threat and response.

6.4.6 Additionally, if LSS determines that a possible radiological threat exists or if the officers or agents on the scene suspect criminal activity, the following notification process will be followed:

6.4.6.1 LSS will notify the Situation Room if further technical reachback or emergency radiation response resources are deployed.

6.4.6.2 The officer or agent will notify the shift supervisor.

6.4.6.3 The shift supervisor will initiate notifications to appropriate field managers, and the local ICE duty agent via (b)(7)(E) (b)(7)(E) and the (b)(7)(E).

6.4.6.4 The Field Operations Office or Sector will contact the appropriate headquarters OFO or OBP Field Liaison officer.

6.4.6.5 Any hazardous situation or criminal activity associated with the radiation detection program will be reported by the port/station to CBP Headquarters via the (b)(7)(E) or (b)(7)(E).

6.5 RESPONSE PROCEDURES - LSS TECHNICAL RESPONSE PROTOCOL

6.5.1 In the event of a neutron alert, sustained PRD reading of "9" beyond a distance of 10 feet from the radiation source, unidentified radiation source, or any other situation in which an officer or agent requires guidance, the officer or agent must obtain technical assistance from LSS through the 24-hour (b)(7)(E). This number will connect the officer or agent to the LSS scientist who is on-call to address technical questions associated with the radiation alert.

6.5.2 During the call, the officer or agent will relay the specific incident information to the LSS scientist. The officer or agent will be prepared to provide all information from the Radioactive Material Technical Advice Questionnaire (Appendix 1) and, if requested by LSS, the manifest/shipping documents.

6.5.3 Based on the information provided, the LSS scientist will contact the appropriate agencies to verify licensing and shipping requirements, analyze information provided by the officer or agent and review any other pertinent shipping or manifest documentation to make an
assessment of whether the radiation source is legitimate (i.e., medical isotope, naturally occurring radiation material (NORM), material commonly used within industrial applications, etc.) or if further technical advice and/or response are necessary. As part of the technical assessment, the officer or agent may be required to send electronically spectral data from the RIID to LSS. If this transmission is required, LSS will provide instructions to the officer or agent on the procedure to complete the transmission.

6.5.4 If the radiation source is determined to be legitimate, the LSS scientist will relay this assessment back to the initiating officer or agent. The incident will be documented and entered into (b)(7)(E) to record resolution of the response. The narrative completed by the officer or agent must include the readings from the radiation detection equipment (i.e. PRD, RIID, etc.), isotope identification from the RIID, commodity and disposition of the incident. If all other entry or document requirements have been met and all other law enforcement concerns have been satisfied, then the officer or agent can release the conveyance, driver and any passenger(s).

6.5.5 If further technical advice is warranted, the LSS scientist handling the incident will contact the nuclear experts from the DHS Secondary Reachback Program for further technical guidance.

6.5.5.1 If LSS experts in consultation with outside experts determine the radiation source is legitimate, the LSS scientist will relay this assessment back to the initiating officer or agent. The incident will be documented and entered into (b)(7)(E) to record resolution of the guidance. The narrative prepared by the officer or agent must include the readings from the radiation detection equipment (i.e. PRD, RIID, etc.), isotope identification from the RIID, commodity and disposition of the incident. If all other entry or document requirements have been met and all other law enforcement concerns have been satisfied, then the officer/agent can release the conveyance, driver and any passenger(s).

6.5.5.2 If LSS experts, in consultation with outside experts, determine the radiation source warrants further action or is an immediate threat, the LSS scientist will contact the initiating officer or agent and advise the officer or agent to secure and isolate the radiation source and await further instructions. The officer or agent will immediately notify port/sector management through their supervisor who will then notify the local U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement duty agent via (b)(7)(E). Appropriate enforcement action will be taken in accordance with this Directive.

6.5.5.3 LSS, in coordination with DHS, will also contact all the appropriate interagency organizations (in accordance with their Implementation Plan) that will be able to assist CBP with on-site assessments of the discovered materials and determine the specific radiation source as well as the level of threat and disposition options necessary to return CBP operations to normal.

6.6 RESPONSE PROCEDURES – SPECIFIC EVENTS

6.6.1 If upon radiation detection, a HAZMAT event (including a spill or leak) has occurred or is suspected, the local HAZMAT response team must be contacted immediately. Any additional CBP notification guidelines should also be followed, including notification to the local ICE duty
6.6.2 In instances where a radiation alarm occurs in conjunction with persons or items entitled to diplomatic privileges, in accordance with Customs Directive (b)(7)(E) dated January 5, 2002, the following guidance shall be used:

6.6.2.1 Unexplainable radiation alerts associated with a person legitimately traveling through a port of entry under diplomatic status will be treated as “serious reason to believe” that prohibited materials or materials other than for personal use are present on the person or in their belongings. Advise the individual of the alert and the need to resolve the alert, and request consent to conduct the examination in the individual’s presence or in the presence of a representative of the foreign government concerned. If the individual refuses to give consent to search, immediately notify the Port Director, through the chain of command and the Department of State Command Center at (b)(7)(E).

6.6.2.2 If a radiation alert occurs on a “diplomatic pouch,” box, pallet, vehicle, container, etc. with diplomatic material/status, apprise the accompanying foreign mission representative of the need to resolve the alert by performing a non-intrusive scan of the item with the RIIID. If the individual refuses to give consent to the scan, immediately notify the Port Director, through the chain of command and coordinate with the Department of State. The Department of State Command Center at (b)(7)(E) should be notified immediately in these instances.

6.6.2.3 If a radiation alert occurs on a “diplomatic pouch,” box, pallet, container, etc with diplomatic material/status that is not accompanied and after consultation with LSS the RIIID scan shows discrepancies between the manifested item and identified isotope, the shipment will not be cleared and the associated embassy or foreign mission will be notified of the alert in order to request consent to examine the item, or for it to be immediately exported. The Department of State Command Center at (b)(7)(E) should be notified immediately in these instances.

6.6.2.4 In all instances where the Department of State Command Center is notified, the International Organizations and Agreements Branch should also be notified through the chain of command at (b)(7)(E) (9:00am-5:00pm EST).

6.6.3 If a conveyance runs the port or checkpoint after activating a radiation detection alarm, the officer or agent should follow existing policy on how to respond to this situation. In addition, the officer/agent must immediately notify local law enforcement agencies that the conveyance ran the port or checkpoint and must give a complete description of the conveyance and its occupants. Also, the officer or agent must advise local law enforcement that the conveyance may possess radioactive material and that necessary precaution should be taken.

6.7 RESPONSE PROCEDURES – EVENT DOCUMENTATION

6.7.1 All radiation alerts referred to LSS will be recorded completely and accurately on the Radioactive Material Technical Advice Questionnaire (Appendix 1) and entered into PRIDE (where available), (b)(7)(E) to record the incident. The narrative prepared by the
officer or agent must include the readings from the radiation detection equipment, isotope identification from the RID, commodity and disposition of the incident.

6.7.2 Situations that involve seizure, criminal or suspected illegal activity associated with radiation detection, and when LSS contacts Secondary Reachback will be reported to the CBP Situation Room via a SIR based on Directive (b)(7)(E) Reporting guidance.

6.7.3 Notification Procedures to Destination International Mail Branches (IMB): CBP personnel assigned at Northern border land POE shall notify the destination IMB when radiation portal alerts are detected on mail trucks destined to an international mail processing facility. When notifying CBP/IMB management, the following information should be included:

- Incident Number (if applicable)
- Trailer/Tractor Number
- CBP Seal Number (if applicable)
- Radiation Type and Source
- Status (e.g. release, detained, refusal)

Notifying destination CBP/IMB management will prevent the duplication of enforcement examinations on the receiving end, allowing the mail to proceed through the CBP clearance process without further delay.

6.8 RESPONSE PROCEDURES – EQUIPMENT FAILURE

6.8.1 In the event a radiation detection device fails or is perceived to have failed to function properly, the officer or agent would call the Enforcement Technology Program Service Desk at 1-866-633-6724.

7 NO PRIVATE RIGHTS CREATED. This document is an internal policy statement of CBP and does not create or confer any rights, privileges, or benefits for any person or party.

8 ATTACHMENTS.

8.1 Appendix 1: Radioactive Material Technical Advice Questionnaire

8.2 Appendix 2: Common Innocent Radiation Sources

(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)

Commissioner
U.S. Customs and Border Protection
APPENDIX 1
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL TECHNICAL ADVICE QUESTIONNAIRE

Location: Port/Station Code: __________ Date: __________ Time: __________
Reporting Officer/Agent: _______________ Phone: _______________
Fax: _______________

Radiation Portal Monitor (RPM) Alert Information:

Radiation Alarm: Gamma or Neutron

Has the source been located? Yes or No

If yes, location of detection: ________________________________

Has the source been isolated? Yes or No

Gamma Alert:

PRD reading: __________

Has PRD reading of “9” been achieved? Yes or No

If yes, PRD reading at 10 feet: __________

RIID Gamma Counts Per Second (cps): __________

RIID Dose Rate (̊R/h or mR/h): __________

Neutron Alert:

RIID Neutron Counts Per Second (cps): __________

Identification:

Did the RIID identify the source? Yes or No (Unknown)

Isotope Identification(s): ________________________________
Passenger Information:

Medical Treatment (if known): ____________________________________________

Date of Treatment: _______ Medical Isotope Used (if known): ________________

Cargo Information:

Entry #: ___________________ Container #: ________________________________

Manifested Commodity: _________________________________________________

Manifest or Placarding Information: ______________________________________

Shipper Name and Address: _____________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

C ons ignee Name and Address: ___________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

LSS Assistance:

Contact Name: __________________________________________________________

Number: __________________ Fax Number: _________________________________

LSS Identification: ______________________________________________________

LSS Recommendation: _________________________________________________

NRC/Agreement-State Radioactive Material License:

Does the source require a NRC/Agreement-State Radioactive Material License to be verified?

Yes or No or Not Applicable

NRC license number (if known): _________________________________________

TECS (IOIL) #: _________________________________________________________

SIR #: ________________________________________________________________
APPENDIX 2
COMMON INNOCENT RADIATION SOURCES
AND MAJOR ISOTOPES OF CONCERN

- Americium-241 (Am-241) – IND
- Americium/Beryllium (Am/Be) – IND***
- Barium-133 (Ba-133) – IND
- Californium-252 (Cf-252) – IND***
- Cesium-137 (Cs-137) – IND
- Cobalt-57 (Co-57) – IND
- Cobalt-60 (Co-60) – IND
- Copper-64 (Cu-64) – MED
- Europium-152 (Eu-152) – MED, IND
- Europium-154 (Eu-154) – MED, IND
- Fluorine-18 (F-18) – MED
- Gallium-67 (Ga-67) – MED
- Germanium-68 (Ge-68) – MED
- Iodine-123 (I-123) – MED
- Iodine-125 (I-125) – MED
- Iodine-131 (I-131) – MED
- Indium-111 (In-111) – MED
- Iridium-192 (Ir-192) – IND
- Krypton-85 (Kr-85) – IND
- Lutetium-176 (Lu-176) – NAT
- Lutetium-177 (Lu-177) – MED
- Manganese-54 (Mn-54) – IND
- Molybdenum-99 (Mo-99) – MED
- Neptunium-237 (NP-237) – SNM
- Palladium-103 (Pd-103) – MED
- Plutonium-239 (Pu-239) – SNM
- Polonium-210 (Po-210) – IND
- Polonium/Beryllium (Po/Be) – IND***
- Potassium-40 (K-40) – NAT
- Radium-226 (Ra-226) – NAT, IND
- Radium/Beryllium (Ra/Be) – IND***
- Samarium-153 (Sm-153) – MED
- Strontium-85 (Sr-85) – MED
- Strontium-89 (Sr-89) – MED
- Strontium-90 (Sr-90) – IND
- Technetium-99m (Tc-99m) – MED
- Thallium-201 (Tl-201) – MED
- Thorium-232 (Th-232) – NAT, IND
- Tungsten (W-187) – IND
- Uranium-233 (U-233) – SNM
- Uranium-235 (U-235) – SNM
- Uranium-238 (U-238) – NAT/IND
- Xenon-133 (Xe-133) – MED
- Yttrium-88 (Y-88) – MED
- Yttrium-90 (Y-90) – MED
- Zinc-65 (Zn-65) – MED

*NAT – Naturally-Occurring
IND – Industrial-Use
IND*** – ***Indicates Neutron-emitting IND source
*MED – Medical-Use
SNM – Special Nuclear Material

* Common innocent radiation sources fall under these categories. Medical isotopes may be present within a person’s body as a result of a nuclear medical treatment or in a cargo shipment destined for a medical facility. Natural or NORM isotopes may be present in commercial products as listed below.

Items that May Contain Naturally-Occurring Radioactive Materials (NORM)

- Agricultural products (e.g., fruits & leafy vegetables; tobacco, etc.) (K-40)
- Bananas, large quantities (K-40)
- Antique items including: Ceramic-glaze products in orange, red, or yellow; e.g., antique cups & plates, decorative floor tiles, jewelry, pottery, and Vaseline glass (emerald green glass used in some antique cups, plates, etc.) (Natural uranium/thorium)
- Camera lenses and any high-quality optical lens system (natural uranium/thorium)
- Radio-Luminescent Products (Radium paint): Watches, clocks, compasses, & Instrument gauges, World War 2 era (Ra-226)
- Dental ceramics (NORM)
- Irradiated gemstones (Example: blue topaz) (Sc-46, Ta-182, Cs-134, etc)
- Lantern mantles (natural Th-232)
- Polishing powders and oxides (NORM, La-138, Lu-176)
- Empty or full propane tanker trucks (from radioactive deposits on tanker’s interior walls) (Ra-226)
- Smoke detectors (Am-241)
- Television sets - CRT type (Th-232)
- Thoriated aluminum (an alloy containing Th-232)
- Thoriated tungsten arc-welding electrodes (often labeled Thoriated welding rods)
- Uranium ore samples
- Airplanes and Aircraft parts  
  o may contain thorium (Th-232), depleted uranium (U-238) or tungsten (W-187) in the turbine blades, or counter-weights in the wings and Th-232 in engines.  
    * Non-destructive testing of aircraft turbine blades using neutron irradiation may result in short lived W-187.
- Municipal waste (may contain naturally occurring or medical isotopes)
- Building materials (K-40, Ra-226, Th-232)  
  o Marble  
  o Concrete  
  o Monzonite Sand  
  o Feldspar  
  o Sandstone  
  o Slate  
  o Granite  
  o Clay/Ceramics  
  o Bauxite (aluminum ore)  
  o Fertilizer